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The Avatarâ€™s adventures continue right where the TV series left off, in this beautiful oversized

hardcover of The Promise, from Airbender creators Michael Dante DiMartino and Bryan Konietzko

and Eisner and Harvey Award winner Gene Luen Yang! Aang and friends must join together once

again as the four nationsâ€™ tenuous peace is threatened in an impasse between Fire Lord Zuko

and Earth King Kuei! As the world heads toward another devastating war, Aangâ€™s friendship with

Zuko throws him into the middle of the conflict! Collects Avatar: The Last Airbenderâ€”The Promise

Parts 1â€“3, plus a brand-new sketchbook.
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At the end of the show, ATLA, i was extremely sad. Don't get me wrong, the finale was a

breathtaking work of art, but the ending was also bittersweet for me. My favorite show is over, i

thought. There is no more Avatar... but not so fast. After years of waiting, the makers of Avatar

finally come up with something else. Though i truly wish they would have continued the original tv

show, a comic book will have to do. Korra is great and all, but it's just not the same!The Promise

delivers on all levels, it captures the essence of what made the show so great; the humor, the

action, and yes, the romance... fans of Kataang will love this book, (even though the name they end

up calling each other is a bit cringe worthy and very much oogie). The artwork is beautifully done,

and all the main characters are perfectly portrayed; i could literally hear the voices of all of the



characters. Another great thing about this book is that it combines all three parts of The Promise

into one neat book, with some very interesting bonus content. My only complaint is that the plot is a

little weak, though still good. Other than that, The Promise is a wonderful addition to the Avatar

series, and if you loved ATLA, then you are in for a treat with this book.

I've loved this story since it first appeared on TV. So much thought and planning went into it! I can

tell this story has been a labour of love to its creators. This book picks up after the events in the

original Airbender series. The Firelord is cooling his heels in prison and his son, Zuko, is doing his

best to work with the other kingdoms and restore order and balance to the world. But trying to undo

a hundred years of occupation of the other kingdoms has unexpected consequences. And Zuko's

fears of becoming like his ruthless father don't let him sleep well either. That's the setup for the

drama. You'll have to read the rest for yourself. I particularly like this version of the book because it

includes commentary from the creators in the margins. :-)

I have both the paperback and the hardcover versions of the Promise parts 1-3. I questioned

whether I should buy the hardcover but I am so glad that I did. The colors are more vivid in the

hardcover version and as a result they "pop" off the page. It is a pleasure to read--more engrossing.

One or more reviewers commented on the large size and the wasted white margins around the

images as being a waste of space. I really like the large white margins around the images because

you can hold the book without worrying about covering the images when reading or making

fingerprints on the images themselves. I really like the story and I do not regret the hardcover one

bit and highly recommend it.

I just bought this today at Barnes & Noble. Read the whole book in one sitting. The art is perfect.

The charcters transfered great to the new writers. I simply love this comic. High quality pages and

cover. Great story, best comic i've read all year. If your an avatar fan and need to know more about

what happened to Aang and the gang between the end of last airbender and the start of legend if

Korra. This is a must buy.

After all these years since the series finale this is just a satisfying and promising continuation of

everything you loved in the original series. From the unique sense of humor to how the characters

emotions shine through the beautiful etches of art. I didnt have high expectations when buying this

book, it was more of something that I would read on leisure but if your a true Avatar fan you'll get



swept in from the first page.The quality of the book is great and its actually really big which

surprised me. Id estimate it to be 13 1/2 by 8 inches wide. The cover and back, while you clearly

see it in the description its something else in person I mean theres texture differences and the art

just shines through and feels like your just looking into a fluid living environment. In the book I

believe this is a special edition as its the full culmination of the promise series you see little notes on

the side of the pages to get takes on the writers and such and in the back theres a little section on

how they drew the characters.Story- Not to give any spoilers but to note this book and "The Search"

are intermediary to "The legend of Korra". From the title you get the idea that somewhere along the

lines a promise is made and it takes Team Avatar on an adventure as they struggle against a moral

code that has long been the staple of the four nations but is now challenged in the post war society.

It creates tension and you see a lot of the characters struggle in what to make of this but the ending

is satisfying and you could say teasing ;) to the next books story in the post war series "The

Search".ConclusionAs I said in the start I initially didnt expect as much from this book, I guess it has

been that long since I have seen the series it but brought all the feelings back and just makes you

long for more. The scenes are rich in color and emotion and feels more like your reading a work of

art rather than a comic book. I dont regret the purchase and I promise you wont either.

I jumped on the Avatar train way too late and binged all three seasons. Afterwards, I thought I had

had enough, but I was intrigued by the availability of a comic book series. I was a bit tentative at first

because the show was so good and I didn't want my opinion of the show to go down, but the books

have made me even more of a fan. The story has the same tone of the show, and the artwork is

amazing. I love how Gurihiru is able to capture the different bending styles.After finishing this

volume, I couldn't wait to start "The Search"!

C'mon, who doesn't love the Avatar. This is the comic series between the end of the last air bender

to Kora, and I read the comics just like I watched the series. It's fun, goofy, and the characters still

keep their personalities.
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